Hello friends, Easter Bunny here. I‛ve left you this basket to
get your party started. Make sure everyone gets an egg, but don‛t open them.
I‛m going to tell you a story and when I say left, pass the egg to the left and when I say
right pass the egg to the right. Ready? Alright.
This morning I woke up at the RIGHT time and I brushed my RIGHT ear, then my LEFT
ear. Going into the bathroom, I brushed my RIGHT tooth, and then my LEFT tooth. I then
grabbed just the RIGHT basket and packed it tight and LEFT nothing out, but packed
everything RIGHT here in my basket.
Everything was ready and I would have LEFT my house RIGHT then, but something
wasn‛t RIGHT, I had LEFT something. That‛s RIGHT, I almost LEFT my basket. So
I grabbed this basket, RIGHT by my door and LEFT at once to come RIGHT to you.
I then started hopping RIGHT to your home. I hopped to my LEFT and RIGHT
and to my LEFT again. Stopping RIGHT at the crosswalk, I looked LEFT, then
RIGHT, then LEFT again and then crossed the street and made it RIGHT
here to your home. There was nothing LEFT to do but hop my way
RIGHT to your room.
I made sure I LEFT it hidden, so you could find it RIGHT in
time for your party. I LEFT some treats and I LEFT some
games and prizes, RIGHT here for you. But make sure
you play the games RIGHT and don‛t leave any eggs
or treats LEFT. I hope I‛m RIGHT and you
enjoy the party I LEFT for you. Now is
the RIGHT time to start the party
and open up the your eggs.
>Language Worksheets

Group Egg Pass
RULES -

Sit children in a circle.
Give each child an Easter egg, with a prize inside.
Read the letter.
Have the children pass the eggs to the left or right.
When finished, let them open the eggs.

Love, Easter Bunny
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